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ABSTRACT 

An improvement in the injection system pulse-to-pulse performance 
and reliability was achieved by voltage regulation of the linear accelerator 
oscillator plate voltage and by temperature control of the beam- bunching cavity. 
The ion source was mechanically redesigned to permit unit arc-chamber 
replacement without disturbance to the extracting and focusing electrode 
alignment. 

The Bevatron was, operated at reduced magnet voltage, using the east 
generator from June 1 to July 2 during the period of repair of the west generator. 
Normal two-generator operation resmned during the week of July 13. 

A substantial improvement in ignitron performance was recorded in 
this period. 

The particle physics program continued with investigations of p-p 
interactions and annihilations, 1;±-hyperon decay, K+ -meson interactions, 
~9 decay, and strange-particle production in a 11- beam. 

Three target bombardments were made for the laboratory chemistry 
group, and nineteen bombardments for external groups. 
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INJECTOR 

UCRL-8563 

Regulation of the Linear Accelerator Oscillator Plate Voltage 

A closed-loop regulator has been installed to regulate the linear 
accelerator oscillator plate voltage on a long-time basis to ± O.lo/o. Measure
ments prior to installation of the regulator indicated that the short-time pulse
to-pulse reproducibility of the plate voltage was ± 0.2o/o and the voltage excursion 
during the flat portion of the pulse was greater than 0.4o/o. The range of control 
of the new regulator is 15o/o; .the loop gain band width is flat to 10 kc. 

Temperature Control of the Buncher Cavity 

The beam- bunching cavity between the Cockcroft- Walton generator 
andJhe linear accelerator is subject to a resonant-frequency change of six 
kc/ _ Fchange in cavity temperatur~. As the ambient air temperature changes 
during each day, the cavity resonant frequency and therefore the buncher gap 
voltage changes, affecting the bunching of the beam injected into the linear 
accelerator. Frequent adjustment of the cavity frequency was necessary to 
maintain optimum performance of the injection system. To eliminate the 
buncher as a source of instability of injected beam amplitude, the buncher 
temperature is now regulated at 100°F to within± l °F (about 309F above 
average room temperature), by use of a thermostatically controlled electric 
blanket custom-fitted to the cavity. 

Ion-Source Modifications 

The ion source
1 

(cold cathode, axial type) ha,s been mechanically 
redesigned to permit arc-chamber replacement without disturbance to the 
arc-chamber alignment jig or to the extractifg and focusing electrodes. The 
basic ion-source design has been improved. The new design incorporates a 
plug-in arc chamber and thereby facilitates source replacement. Spare arc
chamber assemblies are stored in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. This 
practice, together with a recently instituted procedure of letting the ion source 
and accelerating column up to atmospheric pres sure by using dry nitrogen gas, 
has substantially reduced the pumpdown time of the column and source. Source
replacement time has been reduced from 2-1/2 hours to 15 minutes. The new 
source design has proved quite satisfactory and has contributed to an over -all 
improvement in injector reliability. 

l -
JohnS. Foster Jr. and James D. Gow, Rev. Sci. Instr. 24, 606 (1953). 

2
R. Allison, Robert Richter, and Glenn E. White,; UCRL-8673, in preparation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL F AGILITIES 

Gap-Mounted Targets 

The gap-mounted targets available during this period are listed in 
Tables I and IL 

Heavy-Duty Platforms 

New heavy-duty platforms have been installed at the sourth straight 
section, outer radius, and Quadrant III 76° experimental area. These 
platforms will permit average loads of 2000 lb/£t 2 . . · 

Quandrant III 29° Experimental Area 

·Necessary modifications of existing magnet structure to create the 
new Quadrant Ill 29° experimental area began last spring with the installation 
of an outer-radius three-sector window stanchion. This stanchion supports 
the ·upper pole tips and allows secondai-y-particle beams to emerge from 
the vacuum tank with minimum obstruction (Fig. 1). A thin-window assembly 
is under design at. this time which soon will be installed in the stanchion 
and will effect a further reduction in beam-path obstructions by reducing the 
vacuum-tank wall thickness, replacing 1/16-inch stainless steel with · 
0.015-inch aluminum. 

To clear beam paths in the region of the_ outer-radius magnet coil, 
the magnet-coil support springs must be removed from the beam plane and 
the upper coil must be resupported from the upper yoke slabs, much the · 
same as was done in the experimental areas at the exists of Quadrant II 
and Quadrant IlL 3 Four outer radius magnet leg slabs in the area.must be 
replaced by new slabs designed and built in such a configuration that 
appropriate beam channels are formed while the magnetic field perturbation 
due to the redistribution of the ir:on is minimized. The first such leg yoke 
has been constructed and was installed this period (Fig. 2). 

A heavy-duty platform permitting average loads of 2000 lb/£t
2 

was 
installed between the magnet and the shielding wall during this period. The 
shielding wall had previously been rebuilt to accommodate apertures in the 
bea~ plane. 

Necessary modifications to complete this experimental area are 
scheduled to be finished this falL 

3 . 
Walter D. Hartsough, Bevatron Operation and Development. XIV, 

UCRL-8022 Oct. 1957. 



Quadrant 

II 

II 

II 

III 

*III 

•:<III 

III 

III 

IV 

Azimuthal location 
(Ref: entrance end 
c:lf quadrant) 

82° 58 1 

35° 33 ° 

71° 53 ° 

73° 24° 

79° 05 1 

85° 15 8 

50° 30 1 

__ . ______ _ _ __ Ta_bl~. 1.. ..... _. __ ...... ---:--=-=-co·-

Quadrant.:.Mounted Targets 
May 12, 1958 to July 2, 1958 

Radial location 

Outer-radius 
edge of target 

(in"} 

601-1/8 

605~1/16 

Outer-radius 
edge of lip 

(in") 

601-5/16 

to inner-radius edge 
(outer-radius target) 

599--:1/8 

600-1/2 

589-7/8 

594-5/8 

598-7/8 

596-3/16 

599-1/2 

600-3/4 

590-1/4 

595 

599-3/8 

596-3/8 

599-3/4 

Target 
material 

Polyethylene 

Copper 

Scintillator 

Graphite 

Beryllium 
Copper 

Copper 

Lead 

Tantalum 

Graphite 

Target size 
aXbXc 

.(in.) 

1X1/2Xl 

7/8X1X3/4 

3-15/16X1X4 

7~7/8X 15/16X1 

3-1/2X 1/2X 1/2 

4Xl/2X3/4 

1/4X3X 1/4 

2-35/64X 1X4 

*The Quadrant III 71° 53 1 and 73° 24 1 targets were removed and a 3-1/2X 1/2X 1/2-inch copper target 
installed at 7 2° 02 1 {edge of target, 593-1/16 in.; edge of lip, 593-7/16 in" )o 

Beam----~) b 
c........____...C :------'D 

a 

I 
0' 
I 



Table II 
QUardant-Mounted Targets 

July_ 9. 1958 to End of Quarter 

Radial location· 

Quadrant Azimuthal location Outer-radius Outer-radius Target Target size 
(Ref: entrance end edge of target edge of lip material aXbXc 
qf quadrant) (in. ) (in. ) . (in. ) 

II 70° 22° 601-1/8 601-5/16 Polyethylene 1Xl/2X 1 

II 7 3° 41 1 605-1/16 Copper .7/8><1 X3/4 
to inner-radius edge 
(outer-radius target) 

II 77° 29 1 597-1/8 597-3/8 Aluminum 15X3/4X3/4 

II 81° 59° 611-7/16 Uranium 0. 394X 1-5/8.X 4-1/4 
I 
-J 

to center (Absorber) 

III 35° 33 1 600-1/2 600-3/4 Graphite 3-15/16XlX4 

III 72° 28 1 597-5/8 600 Copper 3-l/2X 1/2 >< 1/2 

III 73° 22 1 608-3/16 Uranium 3-l/2X l/2X 1/2 
to inner-radius edge 
(outer-radius target) 

III 79° 05 8 598-7/8 599-3/8 Lead 4X l/2X.3/4 c:: 
() 

.. :;tl 

III ·85°.15 1 .596-3/16 596-3/8 Tantalum l/4x3x 1/4 t"' 
I 
00 
I.J1 

IV 50° ~Q I 599-1/2 599-3/4 Graphite 2-35/64Xl X4 "' <..v 

L D Beam )b a 
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-t'f,,,-.. .... s,,~ .. V·'t:i 

----+-=--t----'1 ,..._c.e.'f ~··"' · 

Qu~DR.ANTffi 

IIIUB- 251 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the Quadrant III 30° tar get area. 
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Fig. 2. Modified outer-radius magnet yoke slab during 
installation at the Quadrant III 29° experimental area. 
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ANALOG TRACKING OF THE BEVATRON BEAM 

A separate report has been prepared which describes the development 
of analog beam tracking devices for the Bevatron. 4 

RAPID BEAM EJECTOR 

The ele5trical system of the rapid beam ejector is described in a 
recent report. 

THE STRAY RADIATION FIELD OF THE BEVATRON 

The radiation- field measurements made to date by the Laboragory 
Health Physics Group are summarized in a report by Alan R. Smith. 

RADIATION SHIELDING 

Concrete blocks 3 feet thick have be:en placed on the top of the south 
straight section to reduce the radiation level in the control and experimental 
areas. The east straight section soon will be similarly shielded. Radiation
level measurements are being taken by the Health Physics Group and will be 
repo r ted separately. 

FINAL AMPLIFIER REACTOR OIL SYSTEM 

The reliability of the final amplifier reactor oil system has been 
greatly improved with the installation of a stand-by oil pump and with 
redesign of the overpressure rupture disc. In addition, a reservoir- 
equivalent in capacity to the volume of oil in the circulation system- -and .a 
vacuum pumping system have been installed to maintain a reserve of deaerated 
oil. 

MAGNETPOWERSUPPLY 

Generator Bolt Failure 

{William A. Salsig, Jr. ) 

At generator start-up on the morning of April 23 , 1958, one of the 
lower coil support bolts {missing bolt in Fig. 3) on the south end of the West 
generator experienced a fatigue failure. The bolt head flew into the rotor
stator air gap and was dragged thr ough a pproximately one-third of the stator 
coils, causing severe electrical short circuits and a fire {Fig. 4). 
Considerable mechanical damage also occurred on the rotor amortis seur 
bars {Fig . 5). In addition, heavy fault currents passed through the No . 2 
journal bearing, causing severe arc damage {Fig . 6 ). 

4
Harry G. Heard. Analog Tracking of the Bevatron Beam during Acceleration 

ang Deceleration, UCRL-8296, June 1958. 
Charles G. Dols , The Electrical System of the Bevatron Rapid Beam 

Ejector, UCRL-8346, July 1958. 
6 Alan R. Smith, The Stray Radiation Field of the Bevatron, UCRL-8377, 

July 16, 1958. 
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ZN-1992 

Fig. 3. West generator. Fatigu~ failure of a rotor--pole wedge
retaining bolt. 
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ZN-1994 

Fig. 4. West generator. Damage to the stator coils. 



Fig. , 5. West generator. Damaged rotor ainortisseur bars. 



ZN-2179 

Fig. 6. West generator. Arc damage to No. 2 journal. 
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The rotor correction consist ed of repairing the amortisseur bars, 
redriving all salient pole wedges , machining t he wedge ends flush to the 
rotor spider , and regrinding the journal surfaces. It was necessary to 
grind 0.012 in. on .No. 2 journal radius to remove visible damage and heat 
affected metal (as shown 9Y 2o/o ammonia persulfate etch); 0 .010 in . more 
was then ground off to insure that we had removed all m a terial that might 
act as a fatigue stress riser . The No . 1 journal was also dressed while the 
rotor was in the lathe. It was necessary t o rebabbit and rebore the No . 2 
journal bearing. 

Examination disclosed. 35 of 96 stator coils we r e damaged, but no 
lamination (iron) damage was evident . .As i t was necessar y to remove all 
t he coils to replace the 35 damaged units, a complete new set of coils was 
installed. 

The bolt that failed had the function of ret aining t he rot or pole wedges 
and securing the balancing weight s , the hea viest of which was at the point of 
failu r e . Examination of the fractured surface (Fig . 7) indicat ed .a typical 
fatigue failure initiating slightly clockwise from a true :radial position, 
progressing slowly, outward until a ductile fracture completed .the failure. 
The back of the angle retained by this bolt showed rubbing on the extended 
end of t he pole wedge, indicating some loosening before failure . 

. . Analysis of the mechanism of failure (UCRL Eng . Note 7302-04 M28A} 
indicates that sooner or later a failure due to repet itive mechanical and 
thermal loads could be expected .even in a sound bolt. 

Working jointly, Westinghouse and UCRL enginee r s developed a new 
design for this component which r emoved the bending loads from the bolt by 
use of a close - fitting shear bushing. This change, shown in Fig . 8, has now 
been incorporated in bot h generator s . 

All othe r rotor fa s t enings we r e al s o r eviewed du r ing t h i s p e riod , 
and a marginal condition di s cove r ed .in the coil - b r ace a s s embly . It was found 
(UCRL Eng. Not e 7 30 2-04 M34) that these bolt s had essent ially no safety fac t or 
with r espect t o fa tigue loading . In addition, many bolts we r e found wit h · 
z ero p r estress , which leads t o indet e r minat e c o ndit i on s unde r l o ad . . Sinc e 
2 weeks of down time would be expended eac h t ime these bolts r equi r ed 
t ight ening (the sta tor must be r olled off t h e rot o r , wh i ch requi r e s r emoval 
o f No . l bear ing support). it wa s decided to r ede s ign t he c omponent , u s ing 
a s t ud and s elf- lo cking nut arrangement which allows torquing the nut wit ho.ut 
m achine dis as s embly ~ The new studs we re m a de from a i rcraft - quali t y st eel 
and, with at t ent ion to minimizing stres s . r i sers , a s afet y fa ctor o f thr ee wa s 
a chiev ed . . Thi s cha nge (Fig. 9) , jointly dev eloped by Westinghou se and 
UCRL, . wa s incorporated on the We s t gene rato r r oto r . 

BBZyglo 01 exa minat ion and t est to de stru ction of t h e balance ofthe West 
gene rato r lowe r - c o il s upport bolts indicated tha t a t le a st t wo ha d fat igue · 
cracks at t he t h r ead r oot . In t he bolt fa ilur e t hat r e sulted in d a mage t o t he 
gene r at or, i t was not pos s ible t o ac c u r at e ly det e r mine whethe r or not a defect 
actually init iat ed t he failur e in t he bolt, because t h e s u rfac e wa s r ubbed 
(typical of a long-te r m fatigue failu r e) . New bolts of h ighe r s t r engt h wer e 
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ZN-2182 

Fig. 7. West generator. Fractured rotor -pole wedge-retaining bolt. 
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~~MINIMUM 
POSITIVt: 

CLt:ARANCt: 

I="IGUR!;: 6 

b>OTTOM COIL SUPPORT goL T 

Fig. 8. Bottom coil support l:;>olt. 

UCRL-8563 

MU-1 6537 
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!="IGUR!;: 7 

COIL [;)RAC~ ASS~M[;)LY 

MU-16538 

Fig. 9. Coil brace assembly. 
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used .in rotor reassembly, and all bolts used were required to pass 
· 11Magnaglo 11 inspection. It is interesting to note that in :the selection of new 
bolts the 11Magnaglo 11 rejection rate was more than 70o/o. 

Ignitron Fault Report 

A cushioning circuit 
7 

to reduce the rate of rise of inverse voltage 
was installed in the anode circuit on a bank of six ignitrons several moths 
ago. This circuit was successful in substantially reducing the fault rate 
of the ignitron bank. In July, similar installations were. completed on all 
ignitron units. The fault record (Table III), although better than average this 
quarter, is not expected to reflect the full worth of the new circuit modifications 
until next period. It. !!!_~ be significant, however, that this is the first 3-
month period in the past three years in which an .ignitron has not failed. in service. 

OPERATION 

The Bev~ron was shut down on April 23, owing to the failure of the 
west generator. Operation resumed, using the east generator, during the 
week of June 1 and was again suspended on July 2 for reinstallation of the 
rebuilt west generator. Normal two-generator operation was resumed during 
the week .of July 13-)9. 

During the period of one-generator operation at reduced magnet voltage, 
beam energy was limited to 4.8 Bev at 9 pulses per minute or to 5.6 Bev at 
6 pulses per minute; maximum beam was 5.8X 1olO protons per pulse. The 
maximum injected beam was 2l01J.a. The' maximum beam at full energy, during 
the two-generator operation, was 1.1>(1011 protons per pulse; the injected 
beam was 4201J.a. Analysis of the bearn-performance record indicates no 
statistical difference in the number of protons accelerated to fulL energy per 
microampere of injected beam between one- and two-generator operation. 
The best values of beam-survival efficiency for one- and two-generator operation 
are shown in Fig.· 10. 

Twenty-four-Hour-per-Day Operation 

On June 3, 1958, Bevatron crew time was increased from 1Z6-l/2 
to 168 hours per week (24 hours per day, 7 days per week). Bevatron 
operation,· accordingly, is now scheduled on an uninterrupted 24-hour day, 
7 days per week. Maintenance, minor modifications, and experimental setups 
(when possible) are done du"ring two 4-1/2 hour periods each week and during 
times when operation is suspended because of equipment failure. In the event 
of major modifications to Bevatron components or lengthy periods of experi
mental setup, longer shutdowns are scheduled. 

-
7

Walter D. Hartsough and William W. Salsig, Jr., Bevatron Operation and 
Development, XVI UCRL-8261May 1958. 

8 
Walter D. Hartsough, Bevatron Operation and Development XVII, 

UCRL-8334 June 1958. 



Month 

1957 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

I 9 58 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

5 to 6 Pulses Per Minute 

1500-6000 amps 6!00-9000 amps 

I "' "' !-< 
.,.. 

! ~ ~ ;o, :::> 
PULSES <: P/F PULSES ·< P/F .... :r... 

1144 
; 

144 i 12799 23 550 

72 ' 72 5012 II 456 

2711 5 ' 542 7463 14 533 

959 
' 

2 479 5674 10 567 

1335 5 267 

: 359 

, 
1842 0 1842 2423 2 1212 

3!89 4 172 2146 2 1071 

1408 2 704 638 3 233 

751 0 751 888 0 $88 

10340 2 5170 -- 0 --
53897 

r~ 
1585 -- 0 --

6598 6498 759 0 759 

Month 

1958 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

I 9 58 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 
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Table lii 

lgnitron Fault Rate 

7 to 9 Pulses Per Minute 10 to 17 Pulses Per Minute 

1500-6000 amps 6!00-9000 amps 1500-6000 amps 6100-9000 amps 

I"' !Ul ! "' I~ ! 
I~ j!-< ' '!-< 

' I IS I i5 .~ ! 
PULSES!~ ' ·::o 

jP/F ' PULSES'~ !P/F PULSES'< P/F I PULSES < P/F , ... ... 
1744 36648 80 J 458 

13: 
I !1744 17929 1992 

1372 2 686 48854 70 '6979 33027 945 106896 124 878 

536 I 536 81217 89 i 912 20918 I 5 4!83 89439 53 !686 

1053 3 351 22926 : 40 j 57 3 11644 II: 647 98469 97 1015 

1124 129138 !114 !3!33 14070 35!5 22967 25 918 

2419 4 605 i 17513 !124 ; 948 23379 5695 56409 50 1128 

I 3 !136o 
14 

4082 11855 !67868 175 1530 

i ' 
I i 

305 0 305 14974 112 ~248 16435 4 4109 170844 106 11612 
736 0 736 83637 

1

85 1 984 6937 10 694 77452 82 944 

1215 0 75304 72 ~061 13101 3 4367 !65124 94 11754 

188 0 188 600 0 600 14006 4 3501 153052 43 
r5~~ 10337 8 1292 -- 0 -- 216 0 -- -- -

232988 Ill 2099 -- 0 -- 479 0 479 --
5~ 11;6~ 8873 4 2218 2922 0 0 110652 35 3!61 79836 

Totals 

Number of faults 

Number Arc-Backs Arc-Through P/F 
of pulses . 

70,264 6 117 562 

195,233 29 247 707 

202,284 29 138 1211 

140,725 47 123 828 

!68,634 80 68 1139 

199,720 67 115 1097 

184,!64 41 137 1055 

206,823 31 93 !668 

174,093 74 107 951 

265,790 22 !52 1476 

187,155 13 34 3982 

20,893 6 4 2089 

287,364 23 122 1981 

209.540 38 52 2320 
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Peak values for two-generator operation (6.2 Bev) 

Peak values for 
one-generator operation (5.6 Bev) 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Injected beam (,_,.a) 

MU-17667 

Fig. 10. Bevatron performance: Beam-survival efficiency. 
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The new schedule is expected to increase the running time available 
for the particle physics program by an even greater number of hours than the 
face-value increase in operating hours, as there has been ample evidence in 
the past that a.substantial fraction of lost beam time has oc~urred during 
and immediately following machine start-up each day. Most of those failures 
are associated with the electronic circuity of the motor-generator sets, and 
the injection and the acceleration systems. It is therefore believed that an 
improvement in the reliability of the electronic components will be realized 
with steady operation. Scheduled modifications or the accidentaL disturbance 
of critical operational circuity during shutdowns and daily start-up periods 
have also resulted in many lost hours, as they generally require subsequent 
periods of checking, testing, and re-establishment of correct operating 
parameters. 

The crew hours, operating schedule, and running efficiency are 
summarized in Fig, 11. 

RESEARCH 

The research activity this quarter is summarized in Table IV. 
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[]] 100 

'Off' time due 
to component failure " E 

~ 
- 80 
Q) 

c 
Experimental setup time 

~ 

" 
~ 

Q. 

0 60 
Actual beam 'on' time 

..., 
~ 
:> ..., 

c c c 

" ~ ~ ~ -"' :;: 0 0 0 

40 ~ ~ ~ 
" :> :> :> 
£ -"' -"' -"' 

"' "' "' 0 ..., ..., ..., 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

:> :> 

" 20 
..., ..., 

~ " " " -"' -"' 
"- u :;: 

"' c c 
:::> :::> 

0 

Week of 5/4 5/11 5/18 5/25 6/1 6/8 6/15 6/22 6/29 7!6 7/13 7/20 7/27 

Crew hours 85 85 102 102 153 168 168 168 120 144 168 168 168 

Turn-on and maintenance time (hr) 9Y2 4Y, 9 9 4Y2 0 4Y2 9 9 

Scheduled operating time (hr) 126 139 159 159 76Y2 0 75Y2 159 159 

Scheduled Bevatron test time (hr) 17Y2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Scheduled shutdown time (hr) 0 24Y, 0 0 39 144 88 0 0 

Holiday (hr) 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 

MU-17668 

Fig. 11 . Bevatron operating schedule. May, June, July, 1958. 
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Table IV 

Bevatron< experimental research program 
~ay, June, July, 1958 

INTERNAL GROUPS 

Group 

ALVAREZ 

LOFGREN 

~OYER 

~OYER-HEL~HOLZ 

Experimenters 

Horwitz, ~iller, 

~urr~y 

Ticho 

Cool, Cork, 
Cronin 

Cool, Cork, Yuan 

Chupp, Cork, 
Wenzel 

Longo, Parker 

Atkinson, Hess, 
Perez-Mendez, 
Wallace 

Atkinson, 
Perez ... ~endez 

Experiments 

The 15-inch liquid hydrogen 
bubble chamber was used to 
study p-p interactions and 
annihilations in hydrogen 
(450 ~ev/c); interactions of 
K- mesons in hydrogen 
(450 ~ev/c); interactions 
of K- mesons in deuterium 
{450 ~ev/c)o 

Determination of the 
median plane of the 
circulating proton beamo 

Study of the as>±mmetry in 
the decay of l:: hyperons, 
using counterso 

Study of tfroton polarization 
from A decay, using 
counter so 

Development of internal 
beam deflector o Radial 
focusing studies o 

Particle-flux and back
ground measurements 
preliminary to an anti
nucleon experimento 

~easurement of the 
attenuation mean free 
path of 5-Bev neutrons in 
various materials, using 
counters" Good-geometry 
cross-section measurementso 

Calibration of a gas 
Cherenkov counter in a 
momentum-analyzed 
n- meson beamo 



POWELL- BIRGE 

SEABORG 

EXTERNAL GROUPS 

Experimenter 

Block 

Fitch, Perkins ·,. 

Frisch, .Caldwell, 
Hill, . Schluter 

Fry, Camerini 

Glaser, Brown, 
Van .der Velde 

Lord 

;..25-

Kerth, Kycia 

Birge, Whitehead 

Baltzinger 

Institution 

Duke University 

UCRL-8563 

+ + . . K -p scattenng, us1ng 
counters and a liquid 

··. hydrogen target 
(350_ Mev/ c). 

K+ charge-exchange · 
experiment, using counters 
(350 Mev/c) .. :·, 

U, Al foil bombardment, 
6.2Bev, 1Xlo 14 p+ 

Cu, Al foil.bombardment, 
. 12 + 1.8 Bev, 3.9X 10

12 
p 

1.8 Bev, 5.4X 10 p + 

. Experiment 

Test of a liquid helium 
bubble chamber in a 
1.8. Bev/c n- meson beam. 

n- meson interactions in 
helium {1.8 Bev/c) 

Princeton University . Counter work in 
preparation for a e 1 - e 2 
mass difference 
experiment. 

M. I. T. 

University of 
Wisconsin 

University of 
·-Michigan . 

University of 
Washington 

Counter work in 
preparation for a future 
K+ meson scattering 
experiment. 

Emulsion exposure to a 
700- 1100 Mev/c TT

meson beam. Hyper
.fragment production study. 

.. Production of strange 
particles in a xenon 
bubble chamber, using a 
TT- meson beam. Study of 
polarization, scattering, 
parity, and time-reversal. 

Emulsion exposure to· the 
primary 4.1 Bev proton 
beam. 



Pate 

Poskanzer 

Information Division 
jm 
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Brookhaven 
National Labora
tory 

Brookhaven 
National Labora
tory 

UCRL-8563 

u238
, Al foil bombardment: 

1.8 Bev 4.5X 1012 p+ 
1.8 Bev 2.9X lol2 p+ 
1.8Bev 1.4Xl013p+ 
1.8 Bev 1.2X 1013 p+ 

u235
' Al foil bombardment: 

1.8 Bev 3.5X 10 13 p+ 
1.8Bev 4.1Xlol 2 p+ 
1. 8 Bev 7 .lX 1012 p+ 
1.8 Bev 2.4Xlo 13 p+ 
1.8Bev 5.1Alo 12 p+ 

Th 
23 2

, Al foil bombarz!ment: 
1.8 Bev 7Xl0 1 p+ 

Au, Al foil bombardment: 
1.8 Bev 3.6Xlol2 p+ 

u235
' Al foil bombardT!ent.f 

1.8 Bev 4.5X 10
13 

p 
1.8 Bev 1.9X 10 p+ 
1.8 Bev 2.6X 1012 p+ 
1.8 Bev 2.9X 1012 p+ 

238. . 
U , Al foil bombardment: 

1.8 Bev 1.5;( 10 13 p+ 
1.8 Bev . 3.2;(1012 p+ 
1. 8 Bev 1. 5 X 1 0 1 2 p + 

Th
232

, Al foil bombardment: 
1.8 Bev 2.7X1o13 p+ 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work" Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on beha]f of the Commission: 

A" Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
imp]ied, with respect to the accuracy, comp]eteness, 
or usefuJness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process discJosed in this report 
may not infringe private]y owned rights; or 

B" Assumes any liabiJities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resu]ting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process discJosed in 

this report" 

As used in the above, "person acting on behaJ f of the 
Commission'' includes any empJoyee or contractor of the Com
mission, or empJoyee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such emp]oyee or contractor of the Commission, or empJoyee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor" 




